CASE STUDY

INNOVATIVE HVAC APPROACH
HELPS AIRPORT’S ENERGY
SAVINGS TAKE OFF
HISTORIC AIRPORT TERMINAL
GETS STATE-OF-THE-ART
HVAC UPGRADES
Although a two-story, 1930s airport terminal
building in Seattle underwent a major
renovation in 2002, the HVAC was largely
untouched. The duo of large, multizone
rooftop units (RTUs) were left in place, with
a third unit of the same type added during
the renovations. This inefficient HVAC system
wasted energy and money, led to inconsistent
temperatures, and caused severe occupant
discomfort. Additionally, the system didn’t
address the building’s unique air quality
challenges. Nestled between airport runways
and very densely trafficked rail lines, jet fumes
would infiltrate the airport terminal building
and linger for hours.
"The system wasn’t doing its job,” said
David Broustis, Energy Manager at King
County Dep. of Natural Resources and Parks.
"And when it did decide to work, the cost
associated with it was astronomical.” After
years of increased maintenance and poor
performance, the building management team
faced a decision to continue to repair their
current system or replace it. That’s when they
learned of an innovative approach to upgrading
their HVAC system. This new approach could
significantly reduce energy use, ensure 100percent fresh air at all times, and provide yearround comfort in the variable Seattle climate.
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NEW APPROACH TO
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
HVAC SIGNIFICANTLY
REDUCES ENERGY USE
To maintain comfortable temperatures, the
existing HVAC system was often working overtime
to provide hot and cool air at the same time,
an outcome inherent to the design of dual-deck
RTUs. With the help of a $53,052 incentive from
Seattle City Light, the building managers decided
a very high efficiency dedicated outside air system
was the ideal HVAC solution to meet their needs.
Dedicated outside air systems (DOAS) separate
heating and cooling from the ventilation system
to allow for optimal control of each of these
critical building functions. Building on the DOAS
concept, a very high efficiency DOAS includes
heat recovery ventilation and focuses on
increased equipment efficiency and optimized
system design.
This combination results in:
Improved indoor air quality due to filtered
100% outside air being brought into the space
Lower energy bills because the very high
efficiency HRV allows for a smaller heating
and cooling system that runs less often

CONVERSION SUMMARY
Existing HVAC system:

New HVAC system:

3 RTUs (95 tons in total)
4 Mitsubishi VRF systems
(32 tons in total)
3 Ventacity Systems 1000RT HRV

85%

61%

reduction in total
HVAC energy use

reduction in total
building energy use

RESULTS
The building management team now enjoys
decreased maintenance costs and a significant
reduction in energy costs. In fact, the HVAC
upgrades have combined with a lighting retrofit
to cut energy costs by 61%—equal to approximately
$31,000 per year. Airport employees and customers
are much happier and more comfortable with the
precise temperature control and individualized
settings of the new systems.

Precise temperature and humidity control

“We were skeptical we would really
achieve this level of forecasted
savings. Then the lower bills came
in, and we saw it was truly possible.”
- Eric Miller

Capital Project Manager
King County International
Airport/Boeing Field

Seattle City Light offers complimentary assistance and financial support to help businesses save
energy and boost their bottom line. To learn more, visit energysolutions.seattle.gov.
To learn more about efficient commercial HVAC solutions, visit betterbricks.com/solutions/hvac.

